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INTRODUCTION

This is a report on a group of twenty-six contiguous 

claims located in Faraday Township, Eastern Ontario Mining 

Division, Ontario. The claims are owned by Robert Mercier, 

an employee of Madawaska Mines Ltd., H. G. Harper, P.Eng., 

an exploration geologist of Toronto, and E. M. Hall, a self- 

employed geophysical operator and mining contractor of Toronto, 

The purpose of this report is to summarize the mining history 

and exploration status of the claim group and to recommend a 

program of further exploration.

This report is based on the following sources of 

information.

1. Reports by D. F. Hewitt and J. Satterly, published by the 

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources covering the geology 

and mineral deposits of the Faraday Township area.

2. An examination of all data concerning these claims filed 

in the Assessment Work Records Office, maintained by the 

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources.

15. An t'Xiiin i lin t ion of the r;ul i oitiol f i r. and K'*-o l oc; i e;i l survey 

plans of a portion of this claim group prepared in 1954
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by the Geo Technical Development Company Ltd. for

Goldhawk Porcupine Mines Ltd.

I have examined .seven of the radioactive zones located on

this property. This work was done on May 20, 21 and 22,

1978.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property consists of twenty-six contiguous mining 

claims having a total area of about 1300 acres. The property 

comprises parts of lots 16 to 22 inclusive, Concessions B, 14, 

and 15, Faraday Township, Eastern Ontario Mining Division, 

Ontario. The claims are numbered as follows.

EO 497097 to KO 497104 inclusive,

EO 497551 to E0497563 inclusive and,

EO 497919 to EO 497923 inclusive.

The claims are located in the northwestern quarter of 

Faraday Township.

ACCESS AND FACILITIES

The north and south boundaries of the property are 

rond il y access i b ! c f coin Highway 500 ;md C coni Uio Monck Hon.fi. 

Secondary roads and trails lead to several small lakes making
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summer access easy for motor vehicles and winter access easy 

for snowmob iles.

There aro no facilities of note on the property.

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT

The exploration history of these claims is quite limited. 

In 1954 twenty-three of the twenty-six claims were part of a much 

larger block held by Goldhawk Porcupine Mine Ltd. The explora 

tion work done at that time consisted of geological mapping and 

a radiometric survey with a geiger counter on lines varying from 

200 to 400 feet apart. On the subject claims, the radiometric 

survey located some thirteen anomalous zones warranting evalua 

tion as well as several zones of minor radioactivity of question 

able importance. Diamond drill exploration was recommended but 

never carried out. Subsequent to the collapse of the 1955 

uranium boom, the claims reverted to the Crown.

In 1975 the claims were staked by Roger Mercier for the 

benefit of Madawaska Mines Ltd. No exploration work was done. 

In 1976 Mercier restaked the claims for Madawaska. Again, no 

work was done. In the late Fall of 1977 Madawaska decided not 

to maintain the claims and agreed that all title be vested in 

Roger Mercier. Mercier approached Harper and Hall with a view 

1 o exploring; the c In i ins. Al present, t ho claims ;iro under ex 

tension and are in good standing until October 31st, 1978.
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During the Winter of 1977-78 all available data on the 

property was assembled. This Spring Mercier, Hall, and Harper 

relocated and generally evaluated some of the areas of radio 

activity reported in the 1954 survey. Each man spent three days 

working the property. Further work is planned.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Preliminary geological mapping was done in 1954 by the 

Geo Technical Development Company Ltd. D. F. Hewitt of the 

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources has mapped the geology of

Faraday Township on a scale of l" = A mile. The two maps pro-for" 

vide reasonable geological control^broad scale exploration but

detailed mapping adjacent to the radioactive areas is required 

prior to diamond drilling.

The general trend of the formations is east-west with 

regional folding providing local variations in strike. Dips 

are southerly from 30 to 50 degrees. Rock types include lime 

stone, paragneiss, syenite gneiss, granite gneiss and nepheline 

gneiss.

There is reason to believe that both strike and cross 

faults occur on the property.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

The presence of radioactive minerals on the subject 

claims is clearly evidenced by the 3954 geiger counter survey. 

However, there is no indication from this survey whether the 

radioactivity is due primarily to uranium or thorium or, in 

part, to both.

Six of the previously reported radioactive zones were 

relocated and examined by the prospectors. In addition, a new 

zone, "eyeballed" as being favourable looking by Roger Mercier 

when staking the claims, was examined with encouraging results. 

A brief description of the zones examined follows.

l. South Zone

S 
Outcrop is exceedingly sparse in this area and none of

the few in existence shows strong radioactivity. The radioactiv 

ity occurs along the crest and the north slope of a high hill 

along which syenite is in contact with impure limestone. The 

radioactivity can be traced intermittently through the over 

burden for a length of about 1,000 feet. In 1954 there was a 

recommendation (never carried out) to diamond drill this zone. 

Certainly, to evaluate the zone requires more exposure of rock 

and this can be done either by trenching or diamond drilling. 

Since much of the radioactivity detected through overburden 

o f c M ITS in ;i c; row t li o l' re fo rcS'l I'd p l no, drill j MK "t.'iy bo 11)'? 

wiser approach from (.he envi ronmental viewpoint.

/6
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2. Queer Lake Zone

It is uncertain whether or not this zone was relocated. 

Prospecting in the general area located several dispersed areas 

of weak radioactivity and one zone of pegmatite containing mag 

netite which does not correspond with the plotted anomaly location 

The pegmatite is not well exposed along its strike and further 

prospecting is required.

3. Cross Fault Area

The Cross Fault Area appears to be more complex and 

widespread than most of the zones investigated. The south 

eastern anomaly is of no consequence. The weak anomalies west 

of the cross fault were not visited. The central anomaly con 

sists of widespread radioactivity of moderate to intermediate 

intensity. It is certain that further searching will locate 

more radioactivity but to properly evaluate and relate the 

several radioactive zones requires a close interval grid and 

detailed scintillometer surveying.

While returning to Queer Lake from the Cross Fault Zone, 

an unreported radioactive occurrence was discovered. The rock 

is a coarse grained, brick red syenite with an appearance simi 

lar to the oligoclasite of the Beaver Lodge area of Saskatchewan. 

Further work is required here.

4. C^if-d lj ; ik (l j7'0 " 0

The east portion of this zone was "eyeballed" as potential

...11
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by Roper Mercier when he was staking the claims. The claim on 

which the east portion occurs was not part of the previously 

surveyed group.

The Card Lake Zone has great potential for length and 

width. At its east end it can be traced westerly on the south 

side of Card Lake for a length of about 800 feet, after which 

it passes either under Card Lake or skims the overburden shore 

line. The zone probably butts against the Cross Fault beyond 

which its western extension is offset to the north. An out 

cropping of radioactive pegmatite near the north west corner 

of Card Lake is probably the offset extension of the same zone.

The hangingwall side of the Card Lake Zone is marked by 

the V-shaped valley which is probably a strike fault zone. 

Radioactive boulders occur in this valley.

The Card Lake Zone is traceable by the odd outcrop but 

mostly by large angular boulders of pegmatite showing brick red 

alteration. The radioactivity is variable and is generally of 

moderate intensity. The indications are that uranium predomin 

ates over thorium. One gains the impression that the radioactive 

content of this zone varies considerably from point to point along 

its strike.

5. SW Card Lake, West of Cross Fault

A search of this area failed to locate any pegmatite or 

nulioncl i vi l y o C any :; i I/M 1 l' i cance . The rocks ;:een were chiefly 

nui s s i v e s y t1 n ile.
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6. Albion Lake Zone

A search of the area located no significant radio 

activity. A pegmatite, dike located on the shore near the 

northeast corner of the lake, does not correspond with the 

plotted position of the anomaly and, furthermore, is not 

significantly radioactive.

7. Others

According to the 1954 survey, there are many other 

zones of moderate radioactivity. None of these have, as yet, 

been examined by the prospectors.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Three of the twenty-six claims have not been surveyed 

radiometri call y.

2. The radiometric survey o f the claim was done in 1954 using 

a geiger counter. The survey results are of low quality 

for some of the zones reported cannot be relocated,while 

zones of radioactivity have been located which are not 

recorded on the survey.

3. The claims should be re-surveyed using a modern scintilla- 

lion spin-1 i-onicl .-r . Tlic r l irl m ,c :houl(l nl.-ai he MII rvcy(-(l by 

(he VLl1' electromagnetic method to locate fault structures.
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4. Certain of the known radioactive xones (Card Lake, Cross 

Fault, and South Zones) require further prospecting and 

possibly trenching and/or diamond drilling.

This report is respectfully submitted.

Willowdale, Ontario 
May 29, 1 978

HARPER CONSULTING SERVICES INC,

per :
H. G. Harper, P.Eng., 
President.
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A bare minimum amount of exploration has been performed 

on these claims during the 1978 summer season, due to medical 

problems within the partnership group.

On April 26th, Mercier underwent surgery at Peterborough 

Civic Hospital. This interfered with his ability to walk until 

late in May when the partnership began its appraisal of the claim 

group.

A knee injury to E.M. Hall resulted in surgery on July 

lith at Scarborough General Hospital and he was unable to return 

to the property until September 9th.

The result of the surgery was that the partnership has 

been able to explore only the very easily accessible parts of the 

claims. None of the radioactive zones located during the 1950's 

exploration was worked. Two brand new discoveries of radioactivity 

have been appraised and sampled in a preliminary fashion.

Of the eight samples collected, six were blasted after 

rock drilling. Four of these are from rock in place and two from 

very large boulders. The other two samples were surface rock 

scaled o f C by exfoliation weathering. Each sarnplo weighed several 

pounds. They arc best described as bulk grab samples.
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CROSS FAULT ZONE

The zone was discovered in May by E.M. Hall while 

making a traverse to re-locate a zone discovered in the 1950's. 

It is located on the edge of a hill near the centre of Claim 

EO 497101. It is readily accessible by boat from Card Lake and 

a very short portage to the southwest trending beaver pond.

Sketch l shows the general location of the zone and 

the sample results. Two narrow (l' to 2.5') dikes outcrop on 

the edge of the hill and are exposed intermittently for about 

100 feet. The grade is marginal but the width of the dikes 

severely restrict their potential. To the east the dikes 

disappear under overburden. To the east some 300 feet, and 

apparently on strike, radioactivity was found under shallow 

overburden and an unblasted surface sample returned 0.80 Ibs. 

U 0 0 Here the dike is over four feet wide but its contacts
o o

have not been exposed. To the west the dikes disappear down 

the hill under overburden and into the fault valley. To date 

the dikes have not been found west of the fault.

MERCIER ZONE

This zone was "eyeballed" as being a good place to 

search by Roger Mercier while staking the claims. It was not 

located during the original survey. The zone trends east-west 

and is located on the south shore of Card Lake on claims 

EO 497551 and EO 497552.

Sketch 2 shows the general environment of the zone.
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No radioactivity of significance has been found in place. The 

east-west trending valley has every appearance of a fault valley 

and the pegmatites seen on the footwall side are not very pro- 

missing in appearance. At the two ends of the valley radioactive 

boulders of better looking pegmatite can be found. It seems 

unlikely that the boulders have travelled any significant distance 

Two samples blasted from boulders returned low uranium values.

The very limited amount of work done on the claims 

indicates that they warrant further exploration.

HARPER CONSULTING SERVICES INC

Willowdale, Ontario 
September 20th, 1978

per H. G. Harper, P.Eng. 
President.
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W. ARCHIBALD LIMITED
CONSULTING MINING ENGINTFRS

70Z . 1OO AOrLAIDK STHFRT W. 

TOHONTO 1 , CANADA

TEL. 363-5O54

October 31, 1978

Mr. Grant 
31/1 H'-' Avenue,
V'i 1 l owda].f'j , Ontar i o .

Claims 497090 t- 0 497104 inclusive
4 97'") 5 l to /i Q7 56 3

i to 497923 "

1 a r- f; r :

Regard i ng the mining property consisting of twenty-- 
s .i x contiguous claims in Faraday Township, Ontario, that you, 
Mr. TIM! and Mr. Mereier have staked, I fully be l i o ve the 
claims warrant. fur thor work.

In claim 4*37097, just north of the Monck road, there 
is a good 7.one of radioactivity which appears to vary on width 
from ri y feot to over thirty feet with readings up to 10 times 
background. This ?.one is not: continuous but this may be due 
to erratic m i tiornl i xnt ion on local faultinrr. The strike length 
of ribovp background readings is very nearly across the f ill l 
width of the claim or a quarter of a mile. Over much of the 
area which shows above background readings, the overburden is 
comparatively 5;hal1ow and T would suggest this area be first 
delineated by closely spaced scintillometer readings then be 
s amp lo d, vhem possible, to find the percentage of contained
"3 OB-

The other area we traversed at Card Lake and west 
of the l ake appeared to have narrow discontinuous zones of 
above background scintillometer readings. These readings 
continued some distance west, of the l alee and I would recommend 
that you and your partners do further work in this location 
a 1*50. Sainpl i nq hero would be more difficult th.m in the ground 
no, ir l ho Mono]', m, id bill ,i gonphys i c,il .survey should not l )O loo 
d i l f i ci 1 1 l .



f'-'-'. y n;] 'i'' w ' 1 t" h P '" qui.pment to rio this type of work, 
T vnuV o'Kjr/r. pr a scintillometer survey to test for radio  
activity, n *r. L, F. survey to locate faulting and a magnet 
ometer survey to jocatp magnetics or geological contacts. 
The^p snrvoys could al 1 he done by two men at the same time.

A r- Cai-d Ti^.ke appears to have radioactivity crossing 
at lenst a part o^ th^ lake in approximately a northwest- 
southeast direction, yon might consider sampling the lake 
bottom sediments durin-r the winter months from the ice.

Yours very truly.

C. W. Archibald
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